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Let u(x, y) and v(x, y) be continuously differentiable functions defined in

a domain of the complex z-plane, z = x+iy. We shall say that the function

w(z) = u +iv represents a quasi-conformal mapping provided there is a posi-

tive constant K < oo such that

2 2 2 2

(1) Ux   +   Uy   +   Vz   +   Vy    ̂     2K(UxVy   —   UyVX) -

If K < 1 it is easily seen that u and v are constant; therefore the only values of

K that are of interest are K^l. Geometrically, (1) implies that the mapping

z-^w(z) is sense-preserving, and that infinitesimal circles map onto infinitesi-

mal ellipses for which the ratio of minor to major axis is >K — (K2 —1)1/!.

The quantity p = K — (if2 —l)1'2, is thus the greatest lower bound of the "local

eccentricity" of all mappings satisfying (1). We shall call 1/p the dilatation

ratio.

A function w(z) defined in a domain A of the 3-plane is called Holder con-

tinuous in A with constant H and exponent a if for all pairs of points Zi, Zi, in

A, |w(zi)— w(zi)\ ^H\zi — Zi\". It is known that if w(z) defines a quasi-

conformal mapping in A then w(z) is Holder continuous in every compact

subdomain of A, with exponent depending only on K, and with constant

depending only on K, on a bound for | w(z) \, and on distance to the boundary

of A. Proofs of this fact have been given by Morrey, Lavrentieff, Yujob6,

Caccioppoli, Hersch and Pfluger, Nirenberg, Ahlfors, and Mori. (See refer-

ences at the end of the paper.) In this paper we present another proof of the

Holder continuity of quasi-conformal mappings which has some distinct ad-

vantages over the proofs previously given, and which shows, in common with

the theory of Hersch and Pfluger, that the Holder coefficient can be chosen

independent of K. Precisely, we prove the following result.

Theorem 1. Let w = u+ivbea quasi-conformal mapping defined in a domain

A of the z-plane. Assume that \w\ 2£1. Then in any compact subregion B of A,

the function w(z) satisfies a uniform Holder inequality

i , Zi — Zi  *■
I w(zi) — w(zi) I   < xe -    ,

d

where p, = K— (K2 — l)ut,d is the distance from B to the boundary of A, and e is
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the base of the natural logarithms.

The exponent in this Holder condition cannot be improved, as is shown by

the example w — r^e''. We emphasize that we do not assume the mapping to

be one to one.

We shall treat also a more general class of mappings, namely those which

satisfy an inequality of the form

2 3 2 2
(2) ux + uy + vx + vv ^ 2K(uxvy — UyVx) + Kl,

where K and Kx are constants, K^ 1 and Tfi^O. Mappings which satisfy (2)

are important in the theory of elliptic partial differential equations (cf. [7]),

and therefore we venture to call them elliptic mappings. In §1 we prove the

following result concerning the Holder continuity of elliptic mappings.

Theorem 2. Let w = u-\-iv be an elliptic mapping defined in a domain A

of the z-plane. Assume that \ w\ ^ 1 and that K>\. Then in any compact sub-

region B of A, the function w(z) satisfies a uniform Holder inequality

(3) | w(z) — w(z) |   g 77 | zi — z21",

where (i = K — (K2 — l)112, and 77 depends only on K, Ki, and the distance from

B to the boundary of A(x).

Nirenberg has proved a result similar to Theorem 2, but with a smaller

exponent.

It is desirable to have an extension of Theorems 1 and 2 to the case where

w is undefined or not differentiable at isolated points of A, but otherwise

satisfies the same hypotheses. Such a result is proved in §3, along with a close

analogue of the Riemann theorem on removable singularities of analytic

functions.
In the final section of the paper we consider one-to-one quasi-conformal

mappings of a domain A onto a domain B. It is shown that if A and B have

sufficiently smooth boundaries, then any such mapping can be extended so

that it is one-to-one and continuous in the closure A oi A; moeover the ex-

tended mapping satisfies a uniform Holder condition over all of A, with con-

stants depending in a simple way on A, B, and K (Theorem 4).

For many purposes it is natural to consider a class of mappings with

weakened differentiability requirements. The class D2 of Morrey is of par-

ticular importance. It is defined by the requirements that (i) u and v be con-

tinuous, (ii) u and v be absolutely continuous in x for almost all y and in y

for almost all x, and (iii) the derivatives ux, uv, vx, vy, which exist almost

(*) We have omitted the case K = \ from the hypotheses of Theorem 2, because (3) may

not hold for this value of K (e.g. w = (r log r)ei6). If K = l and Ki=0 then w is an analytic func-

tion of z and, as is known, \w(zi) —w{zt)\ <|zi— zt\/d. If K = l and Ki>Q then for any «>0

the mapping satisfies (2) with K replaced by K+t. Hence an inequality of the form (3) is

valid with u = 1 +«. A simple expression for H is given at the end of §1.
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everywhere by virtue of (ii), should be square integrable. Condition (1) (or

(2)) is then assumed to hold almost everywhere. All results of this paper re-

main true for these more general mappings. To avoid confusion of ideas we

present the proofs under the original assumption of smooth derivatives; in

§A1 of the Appendix we indicate the necessary modification.

1. Proof of Theorem 2. It is convenient to introduce the notation

I i2 II2 II2 2 - 2 2

|    VW  I        =       I    WX  I        +      I    W;,  |        =    Ux   +    Vx   +    Uy   +    Vy   .

We prove first an elementary lemma:

Let w = u+iv satisfy (2) with K>1, Ki^O. Then

.      . 1     (.       .        2p2Ki\
(4) i^!T7(|Vw|2+r^)'

where p. = K-(K2-iyi2.

Proof. Applying Schwarz's inequality to (2), we have

I    WX  \2   +      |    Wy  |2    5S     2K(UXVy    —    UyVx)    +    KX,

g K(p\ wx\2 + p~l\ wv\2) + Ki.

Since K is assumed > 1, this inequality can be solved for | wx\2; thus(2)

ii        *   i      i 2Ki
\    WX\2    <    -      \    Wy     2   "j->

fl2 1  - M2

and it follows that

i 1        i      i i     , 1      /,       i        2p2Ki\
| Wz\2 =-(I wx\2 + p2\wx\2) g-( I Vw|2-|-)    Q.E.D.

1+M2 l+jii2\ 1— p.2!

The proof of Theorem 2 is based on an estimate for the growth of the

Dirichlet integral

D(r) =   f f   | Vw\2dxdy,

where Cr denotes a circle (closed disk) of radius r contained in the domain A.

In particular, we shall show that D(r)^Const, r2" for r suitably small (cf.

inequality (11)); this done, the desired conclusion will follow from a well-

known lemma of Morrey(3). If We integrate (2) over Cr there results

(5)       D(r) £ 2K I     j (uxvy - uvvx)dxdy + irr2Ki = 2K<£ udv + irr2Kx,

(2) In obtaining this and later inequalities it is convenient to use the relation K •= (1 -\-a*)/2u.

(3) The lemma in question appears in [6, p. 134]. A statement in a form adapted for this

paper, together with a brief proof, are given in §A2 of the Appendix.
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where the line integral is taken along the circumference yr oi CT. Let Ua be the

average value of u on yr. Then by Schwarz's inequality

/r                 1 /r(«- «o)2      siudv = <p (u — m)dv ^ — (b-h rv,   ds,

s denoting arc length on 7,. Also, by Wirtinger's inequality(4) [4, Theorem

258],

<p (u — uo) ds g r <p u,ds;

hence, combining the last three inequalities, we obtain

(6) D(r) g Kr<£   \w,\2ds + irr2Ki.

Now x in inequality (4) can represent an arbitrary direction, in particular,

the direction s in (6); it follows that

D(r) ^ — <f>   \Vw \2ds + xr2Ki(l -\-—J ,

or, equivalently

r   dD / 2/x   \
(7) D(r) g-+ AV2,       K2 = tKi[1 + —) .

2ju   dr \ 1 — p.2/

Now let B be a closed subregion of A, and let d be the distance from B to

the boundary of A. Consider circles CT whose centers are in 73; for such circles

(7) holds for 0<r<d. Writing (7) in the form

d
-(r~2»D) g 2pK2r1-2",

dr

and integrating both sides from r=p to r=t leads to the inequality

(8) D(o) ^ { D(t) + Kt) (0/t)2, P^t<d,

where K3 = (ji/(l -u))K2t2.

An estimate of D(t) can be obtained by returning to the basic formula (5).

In virtue of the hypothesis |w| gl, the line integral in (5) has the bound

(ft udv = — (p udv — vdu ^ —    <b   \ w \ 2ds\ <b   \w,\2ds\

g, — [2irrYl2[dD/dr]il2.

(*) A simple proof can be obtained by expanding (u — Mo) in a Fourier series.
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Substituting this estimate into (5), we get(6), for all r<d,

dD
(9) (D - Ki)2 g 2irK2r-, Ki= Kurd2.

dr

Suppose now that D(t)>Kt; then also D(r)>Kt for all r>t. We may there-

fore divide (9) by (D—Ki)2r and integrate both sides of the resulting in-

equality from r — t to r = d. After some simplification there results

27r7F
(10) D(t) g —— + Kit

log (d/t)

and this bound also holds if D(t)^Kt. We now fix t = de~", where j> = 1/2ju.

Then combining (8) and (10) gives the final estimate for D, namely

(11) D(P) £ K6(P/d)2>, p <> de~',

and

Kb = e[4ruK2-+ K3 + Kt].

We emphasize that (11) has been proved only for circles whose centers lie in

B.
The estimate of Dirichlet growth just obtained, together with Morrey's

lemma (Footnote 3), enables us to conclude immediately that w is Holder

continuous. In fact for Zi, ZiEB we have

I w(zi)-w(zi)\  :g2(-)      -—    ,
\ u /     I      d

provided that |zi—Z2I =ide~". On the other hand, when |zi— z2| ^de~" we

have

,      ,    „ 1 Zi — Zi   " Zi — Zi   "
I w(zi) - w(zi) I   g 2 -     = 2c1'2 -    .

de ' d

This completes the proof of Theorem 2, with H=2d~"(K6/u)lli.

Remark on the explicit form of H in (3). If we keep track of the esti-

mates in the above proof, we find that

K3+ Ki < irKid2/(l - p)2.

Hence

/Kby2        / d    /K1Y2

(t) <3\2K+—Xt) ■
giving a very simple expression for H.

(') Cf. M. Shiftman, Ann. of Math. vol. 48 (1947) pp. 274-284.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1. For any point set TGA we define

w(T) = l.u.b. | w(zi) — w(z2) | , zi, z2 G T.

Keeping the notation of §1, consider now circles C, whose centers are at

least a distance p from the boundary of A. We assert that

/ irD(p) V"
(12) co(Cs)^(—-—-)    , s<P.

\2(1 + M2) log (p/s))

The proof of (12) is based on a well-known argument of Lebesgue. First,

since quasi-conformal mappings satisfy a maximum modulus principle^), we

have

co(Cr) = w(yr) gj —(p   I w,\ ds,
2J

ir     r,    ,   11/2     r    «•      <*#T/2
g—   2nr©   \w, \2ds\      g-

2 L     J   '      'J L2(l+M2)   drl

using (4). Therefore

kC)]* dD
-fS- if s < r,

r 2(1+ m2)   ^r

and (12) follows immediately by integrating both sides from r = s to r=p.

The term D(p) in (12) can be estimated by setting Ki = Q in inequality

(11). Specifically, we have

(110 D(P) ^ 4irep.K2(p/d*)2», p < d*e~",

valid for all circles Cp whose centers are at least a distance d* from the

boundary of A. Now, (11') still remains valid if the right-hand side is divided

by 1 +ju2, since inequality (4) allows an extra factor 1 +/u2 to be inserted in

the denominator of the right hand side of (9)—(11); thus actually

(11") D(o) g 2ireK(P/d*)2", P g d*e~'.

Now let 2i and z2 be two points in B such that

| zi - Zi I   = 2s < de-2'.

(6) This is well-known, but for the sake of completeness we indicate a proof. Suppose that

w had an interior maximum at z=Zo. Then, by an appropriate rotation of coordinates, we can

assume that u has a maximum at zo. It follows that there is a level line y of u surrounding z0,

and (compare (5)), if C denotes the interior of 7, ffc\Vw\'ldxdy?k2K$1udv = Const. jfydv = 0.

Therefore wsconstant in C. An easy argument now shows that iu = constant throughout its

domain of definition. Thus, either w is a constant, or else w does not take on an interior maxi-

mum.
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The midpoint of the line segment joining Zi to z2 is at least a distance d*

= .95d from the boundary of A. Consequently, by (12) and (11"),

provided that s^p^d*e~". At this stage we are free to assign p in any way

consistent with the restriction just noted; in particular, we fix p = se'( <de~"/2).

Then
/ s V Zl - z2  "

w(zi) — w(zi)     ^ ire[ —■} = ire -
1 ' \d*/ 1.9(7

On the other hand, when |zi— z2| ^de~2" we have

I , Zi — 22   "
| w(zi) — w(zi) j   ^ 2e -    .

d

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

(If A were convex, there would have been no need to introduce the dis-

tance d*, but rather we could have worked always with d; in this case the

final constant would be 2~>lire. In the conformal case, K = l, this gives the

constant ire/2. This is an improvement over earlier results, but still compares

poorly with the "best" value 1.)

3. Isolated singularities^). We consider here the extension of Theorems

1 and 2 to the case where w is undefined or not differentiable at isolated

points of A, but otherwise satisfies the same hypotheses. The results of this

section have been applied by Finn and Gilbarg [3] to give a very simple

(rigorous) proof of the Joukowsky force formula of compressible gas dynam-

ics, and of the uniqueness of compressible flows.

Theorem 3. Let w = u+iv satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 (or Theorem

2), except at a set T of isolated points in A. Then w can be defined, or redefined,

at the points of T so that the resulting function is continuous in A, and satisfies

the conclusion of Theorem 1 (or Theorem 2).

Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case where w satisfies the hypotheses

of Theorem 2, the other case being exactly similar. We keep the notation of

§1.
We shall show that D(r) exists and satisfies (5) for every circle Cr whose cir-

cumference contains no points of T. This will prove Theorem 3, for it follows

that D(r) is continuous in r, and that the proof of Theorem 2 applies almost

unchanged. Therefore w satisfies the Holder condition (3) in B — T, and con-

sequently, (by an easy argument), values of w can be assigned at the points

of T so that the resulting function is continuous in A ; obviously this function

also satisfies (3).

(') The developments of this section will not be needed in §4.
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Thus, let Cr be a circle whose circumference yr contains no points of T.

Suppose first that Cr contains exactly one point z of T (if Cr and T are dis-

joint there is no problem). Let C, be a circle of radius a and center z, and

consider those values of a for which C* is contained in Cr. We define C„r

= Cr—C„ and

D(<r, r) =   I  j      | Vw\2dxdy.
J J c,r

Then we have (compare formula (5)),

D(a, r) g - 2K <f udv + I,

where I denotes the expression on the right hand side of (5). From Schwarz's

inequality and the hypothesis |w| jjl,

dD
(13) (D - I)2 <• - 2tKV-,

do-

(notice that dD/da ^ 0). Now suppose D > I for some value of <r, say a — <r2.

Then also D>I for all a<(Xi. It is therefore permissible to divide (13) by

(D—I)2a and to integrate both sides of the resulting inequality from <ri to

<T2, <ri<02. It follows that

a% 2tK2
log — ^-

o-i      D(o-i, r) — I

But this is impossible for very small values of ci, so that by contradiction

we have proved D(a, r) gi. Letting a tend to zero, we obtain D(r) ^7, which

is the required result.

If C, contains more than one point of T, the same argument can be used to

eliminate one after the other of the singular points. Since there can be at

most a finite number of points of T in any Cr, this completes the proof of the

italicized statement and of Theorem 3.

Theorem 3 can be given a somewhat more general form if we drop the

condition that w be bounded. Specifically we can prove the following result.

Theorem 4. Let w = u+iv be a continuously differentiable complex function

defined in the region 0 < | x\ ^1. Suppose that

(14) ux + Uy + vl + vl g 2K(uxvv - uvvx) + Ki | x |-2X

where K, Ki, and X are constants, K>\, TsTi^O, and 0gX<l. Also assume

u = o(\z \~") as z —» 0,

H = K — (K2 — 1)1/s. Then w can be defined at 2 = 0 so that the resulting function is

continuous in 0 ^ | z| ^ 1; moreover in any closed subregion of \z\ < 1, w satisfies
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a uniform Holder condition with exponent

a = Min (p., 1 — X),

(if 1 —X —p, the exponent must be replaced by p — e, where e is an arbitrary small

positive number).

Proof. We show first that if C, is any circle in \z\ £1, whose circumference

Yr does not contain the origin, then D(r) exists and satisfies

(15) D(r) ̂ 2K(f udv+ Ki j j    \ z\~2Hxdy.

Ii CT does not contain the origin, (IS) follows immediately by integrating

(14). Thus suppose CT contains the origin. Letting C„ denote a circle of radius

cr and center z = 0, we have, as in the proof of Theorem 3,

(16) D(cr, r) ;g - 2K(f udv + J,

where J denotes the expression on the right side of (15). Now by hypothesis

(17) M2 g e(\z\ )\z\-2",

where e(|z|)—»0 as z—>0; without loss of generality we may assume that

e(|z|) is monotonically increasing. It follows from (16) and (17) that

dD
(D -J)2^- SirKhMcr1-2"-

dor

Now suppose for contradiction that D>Jior some value of cr, say cr=<r0.

Then also D>J for all cr<cro, and we have

1 dD
0-2M-1 ̂   _ 87rA-M<r)-, cr <cr0,

(D- J)2   der

Let us integrate this from o-i to cr, cr1<cr<<r0, holding the argument of e fixed

at the upper limit of integration. We arrive at

<r2" - cT ^ 16irKpt-(o-)(D - J)~\

and therefore, letting <Ti—»0,

(18) D-Jrg 16irK2pe(o-)o-2", cr < cr0.

On the other hand, in the same way that inequality (5) implied (7), in-

equality (16) implies

cr TdD       2irKip
D-J<-+-— <r2-2\

2p   der V- p2
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A simple integration leads to

D - J £ {DW, r) - J - Const. <r'2~2X] W/o)2", a- < </

Now let a' be fixed so small that the expression in braces is positive. Then

D - J ^ Const, o--2",        Const. > 0, <r < </.

But this contradicts (18) for sufficiently small a: hence D(a, r)^J. Letting

a—>0 gives, finally, D(r) £J, i.e. equality (15).

We can now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2. Let B be an arbitrary

closed subregion of \z\ <1, and let d be the distance from B to \z\ =1. For

any circle CT with center in B we find, as in Theorem 2,

r   dD        Kmr     f .    , (•/■   ,    ,
(19) D(r) g-• H-*    | z \~nds + Ki II     | z |-2Xdx<7y,

2p   dr       I — p2J yr J J cr

provided that y, does not pass through the origin. Setting

E(r) =  j  I    | z |-2X<fo<7y,

(19) can be written in the form

d d
-(r~2"D) g K6 — (r~^E) + Kir-^E,

dr dr

where Ko and K7 are constants depending only on K and Kx. Integrating both

sides from p to d, we get

p-2"D(p) - d~2"D(d) g K6d-2"E(d) + Kt f  r-^Edr.
J p

Now it is easy to see that E(r), for fixed r, is greatest when the center of Cr

is at the origin. Consequently

rd ir (d2~2*-2» if u < l - x,
j    r-^Edr <-1-r <

JP 2(1 - X) | 1 - X - p. | lp»-*-* if /x > 1 — X,

provided   that   1 -X^/i.   Moreover,   7)(d)   is   uniformly   bounded   by

i/l'lsi| ^w\ 2dxdy. Therefore

D(p) ^ Const. p2a,        pgd, l-\^»

(a=Min (p., 1—X)). We conclude from Morrey's lemma that w is uniformly

Holder continuous in B with exponent a. The exceptional case 1— \=pt is

handled by replacing X in (14) by X + e, and Theorem 4 is completely proved.

4. One-to-one quasi-conformal mappings. In this section we consider one-

to-one quasi-conformal mappings of the open unit disk onto itself. The ap-
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parently more general situation described in the introduction can be reduced

to the present case by means of conformal mapping techniques.

Theorem 5. Let w(z) be a one-to-one quasi-conformal mapping of \z\ <1

onto \w\ <1, such that w(0) =0. Then w can be extended to a one-to-one con-

tinuous mapping of \z\ ^1 onto \w\ ^1, satisfying the Holder condition

| w(zi) — w(zi) I   ^ H\ zi — zi\",

where p = K — (K2 — l)112, and II is an absolute constant^).

Proof. We note first of all that the Dirichlet integral is bounded:

(20) I  I        | Vw\2dxdy ̂  2K f J       (uxvv - uxvv)dxdy = 2Kt,
J *M«lsi " J l«lsi

using the fact that the mapping is one-to-one.

Now let z0 be an arbitrary point on | z\ = 1, let Ci denote the part of the

circle \z — z0\ ^r which lies in \z\ ^1, and let yi denote the part of the

boundary of Ci in \z\ <1. Then for r<l we have

(21) o>(Ci)£lr,

where lT is the length of the image of yi. To prove (21), suppose first that

lT<2. Then the image of yi cannot intersect a diameter of \w\ ^1 on both

sides of the origin, and it easily follows that

w(Ci) =co(yi) <lr.

On the other hand, if /r^2, thenco(Cr') ^2^/r, and (21) is verified in all cases.

Next, we assert that

/        1       V'2
(22) «(C„')£t( )    .

\n log (1/r)/

The proof is very similar to the proof of (12): we have

C,t(T) , T    *-r      dD'l1'2
u(Ci)^lr=  I \wAds£\———\    ;

J »!(r) Ll + p2    dr J

integrating and using (20) leads at once to (22).

From (22) it, follows that any sequence of points zn—*z0 has as image a

(8) Lavrentieff has proved a similar result, but with H depending on K, and with a smaller

exponent. Ahlfors improved Lavrentieff's result to the extent of getting the best exponent,

although his coefficient still depends on K. After work on this paper was completed, it was

found that proofs of this theorem had been given by Yujob6 and by Mori, and that Mori had

proved H^ 16, a best possible result. Our coefficient is considerably larger than this best value,

but our proof is relatively so simple that its inclusion still seems justified.
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Cauchy sequence of points wn. Therefore the points wn tend to a limit point

Wo, which is obviously on \w\ =1 and uniquely determined by Zo. Since z0 was

any point on | z\ =1, and since the inverse mapping w—>z has the same prop-

erties as the mapping z—>w, this proves the first part of Theorem 5.

We turn now to the Holder continuity of the mapping | z\ ^ 1 onto \w\ g 1.

Because this mapping is one-to-one and takes the origin into itself, it can be

extended by the relation w(\/z) = (l/w(z)) to a one-to-one continuous map-

ping of \z\ < oo onto |w| < oo. This new mapping, which we also call w(z),

is quasi-conformal with constant K, everywhere except on \z\ =1. Let us set

d = exp (~tit2N2/u), where 7V>1 is a numerical constant to be assigned later.

Then in the disk | z| ^ 1 -r-d, we have

\w\   <      min    \w\\     £    1 - t( —-■—-) =->
LM-i-* '     'J L \Mlog(l/<Z)/    J N-l

by (22).
At this stage, in spite of the fact that w(z) may not be differentiable on

\z\ =1, the formal operations of §§1 and 2 are nevertheless applicable (see

§A1 of the Appendix). In particular, we may apply Theorem 1 with A as

the disk \z\ ^l+<£. It follows that, for any two points Zi and Zi in \z\ ^1,

. . N      zi — Zi " N       , ,, .
w(zi) — w(zi)     < ire- -     = n-e-e" N    Zi — z2 ".

1 ' N- 1      d N-l '

Setting N= 1 +1/2tt2 completes the proof of Theorem 5.

Appendix

AI. We wish to prove that the inequalities (8) and (10) on growth of the

Dirichlet integral of w remain valid under the weakened differentiability

requirements (i)-(iii) of the introductory section of the paper. For simplicity

we shall prove (10) under the assumption Ki = 0, the changes necessary for

the other cases being obvious.

Let us approximate w in the square integral norm of its derivatives by

continuously differentiable functions #'. Thus, JJa\ V(w — w(h))\ 2dxdy—»0,

sup^ \w — wm\ —>0 as h—>0. For the functions ww=«(W+w(W we have the

analogue of (5),

/a.n    r,w/ n       f f c w <*>        w ih\j j        1 £\ wj w       (k)j wl
(AI)    Q    (r) =  I  I    («x  vv    -«,  j,  )dxdy = — (p  [u   dv     — v    du    \

<J —    A   |w     | ds\ <p   \w,    \ ds\    .

Since \w\ <1 in A,
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(A2) e<«(r) ̂ -j- [2*r]"» [-^~J

where e—»0 as A—»0 and

Dw(r) =   f f   | Vw<*>|2<fced;y.

We now square both sides of (A2) and integrate between the limits r and

r+X, X fixed(6):

/■r+X /J     l     A 2

J   [e<wo»)]^p ^ (-7-) -2,r(r + «[fl,"(' +x) - ^(4)w]-

We are now at liberty to let h—*0. Thus

J"    [<2(p)]2<*p £ y (r + X)[Z?(r + X) - Z?(r)]

where @(p) = JJci>(uzVy — UyVz)dxdy. Using (2) we find

J     [D(p)]2dP g 2iPr(f + \)[D(r + X) - D(r)].

Set F(r) =fT+xD(p)d(p). Using Schwarz's inequality,

[F(r)]2 g 2Jr*rX(r + X)F'(r).

Integrating,

1 1 1 .R + X
-^-log-, R> r,
F(r)       F(R)       2K2ir\ r + X

which implies

1 1 ic + X
-~>-log-
\D(r)      2K2ir\        r + X

Letting X—>0, we obtain (10) for the case considered.

A2. Because Morrey's lemma is so important in the paper, we state and

prove it here(').

Lemma (Morrey). Let w(z) be a continuous differentiable complex function

defined in a domain A of the z-plane. Let B be a closed subregion of A, and d the

distance from B to the boundary of A. Suppose that there are positive constants

L, p, and r0 (ro^d), such that

(*) The method proof is due to Shiftman [8, p. 651],
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D(r) =   f fl Vw\2dxdy g Lr2"

for all circles CT with center in B and radius r ^ ro. Then w satisfies the following

Holder condition in B,

i i /L\u\ i
(A3) | w(zi) - w(zi) |   g 2f — J     I zi - Zi |",       | zi - z21   ^ ro.

Proof. Denote the points Zi, z2 by P and Q, respectively, and let L be

the perpendicular bisector of the line segment PQ. Select a point Son L

such that PS^QS^PQgro. Then we have

(A4) w(P) - w(Q) =  J    wrdr -  i    wrdr,
J PS J QS

where the integrations are taken along the line segments PS and QS, respec-

tively, and r represents the distance from P and Q, respectively. We denote

the angle QPS by 0, so that (A4) holds for -7r/3^0^7r/3. Taking absolute

values in (A4), and integrating with respect to 0 from —ir/3 to ir/3, gives

(A5) | w(P) - w(Q) |   g — f f I Vw I drdd + — i  f | Vw \ drdd,

where the integrals may be taken over the values Ogr^PQ and —ir/3^8

gw/3. By the Schwarz inequality

(   11   \Vw\ drdOj   <  \ \  r"~ldrd0-   I   I   | Vw\2rl~"drdd.

Now

J  jr^drdd = — ir-—TQ",

and by an integration by parts,

f f | Vw \2rl~"drde g D(PQ) TQ-" + p. f     D(r) ■ r~^ldr ^ 2L'PQ".

Inserting these estimates in (A5), we obtain

/12\il2/LV12_.
\w(P)-w(Q)\   5S(-J    (-j    PQ».

Remark. If w is not continuously differentiable, but instead satisfies

conditions (i)-(iii) of the introductory section, Morrey's lemma continues to

hold. The proof is (essentially) the same as above.
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Note added in proof. Independently of our work, Philip Hartman has

obtained a result quite similar to our Theorem 2 (cf. Duke Math. J. vol.

25 (1957) pp. 57-66).
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